In these alarming times for the progress of US science and diversity, I wish to mark 150 years since the 3 February birth of Charles Henry Turner , a shamefully neglected African American scientist.
In 1907, Turner became the third African American at the University of Chicago, Illinois, to be awarded a PhD (in zoology). He published more than 70 papers in fields as diverse as avian morphology, natural history, insect navigation, education and civil rightsincluding the first paper by an African American in Science (C. H. Turner Science 19, 16-17; 1892) . Turner discovered that foraging ants make an exploratory circling movement on returning to their nests, which the French naturalist Victor Cornetz named tournoiement de Turner (Turner circling) in his honour in 1910 (see also go.nature.com/2khjyux).
Unable to secure an academic job despite his publication record, Axe science hype from social media
The widespread dissemination of inaccurate, overstated or incomplete science on social media fuels pseudoscience, conspiracy theories and distrust in science itself. Researchers can help to prevent poor-quality science from influencing public opinion, policymaking and research-funding decisions by carefully vetting content to ensure that the information is trustworthy before sharing it (see also P. Williamson Nature 540, 171; 2016).
Fake scientific news is often generated by the misguided transformation of peer-reviewed papers into headline-grabbing
Journals, do your own formatting
The idiosyncratic formats required by individual journals make submitting a manuscript a major time sink (see Q. Guo Nature 540, 525; 2016). This is invariably amplified by another wave of amendments after acceptance. Authors are becoming, in effect, desktop publishers.
In the 'good old days' , one placed a manuscript in an envelope, found a postage stamp somewhere in the desk drawer and located a post box. If the paper was accepted, a few queries from the subeditor would need attention, and a perfectly decent product would emerge. Journal staff took responsibility for the full production process.
At a time when other pressures on researchers are inexorably increasing, I suggest that journals should take back the formatting baton. This seems more than justified in view of the burgeoning publication charges many of them impose. 
